
British Military Police - A Bunch of Criminals 
by Anthony C Heaford

Within three weeks of deploying to Helmand Afghanistan in 2012, I was in a Camp Bastion airfield 
guard tower providing armed protection to illegal opium harvesting on Afghan government.

Because there were consequences (men died and the mission was lost) to that British command 
policy of ‘tolerating’ opium production by our Afghan allies (Mohammed Daoud Noorzai, governor 
of Washir district in this case), I decided to report it to the British military police (RMP). Here’s 
Major Bob Grant’s reply of November 2017:
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Before signing his correspondence off “Yours Fucerely”, Major Bob Grant gave three of the 
pissiest excuses for not investigating my report of British military complicity in opium production:

1. ‘the alleged offender has not been identified’ - a blatant lie. The ‘alleged’ offender was the 
British Commanding Officer of Camp Bastion - someone even gutter press journalists had 
been able to identify - British air force Captain Jeff Portlock.

2. ‘the RMP have no jurisdiction over identified individuals’ - contradicts Major Bob Grant’s 
previous assertion that ‘the alleged offender has not been identified’. IF Bob couldn’t 
identify the offender, how does he know ‘the RMP have no jurisdiction over identified 
individuals’ ?

3. “the allegation does not amount to a service offence” - Major Bob Grant appears to be 
struggling with the most basic concepts of military law here. If British forces ignore the 
official mission of poppy eradication and instead irrigate poppy fields with purified water and 
then guard the opium harvesting and processing, how on God’s earth is that not a ‘service 
offence’ ?

 
Bob Grant has since left the 
army and is now employed 
by the National Health 
Service as an Investigations 
Officer.

But despite to idiocy of his 
answers I think it was Major 
Bob Grant’s arrogance that 
meant my pursuit for justice 
continued. By signing off his 
letter “Yours Fucerely: Bob 
exposed himself and the 
military police to further 
scrutiny and my report of 
British military complicity in 
opium production was 
escalated to the military 
police’s Provost Marshal - 
Colonel Scott Meredith.

Colonel Meredith replied to 
my complaint in January 
2018, three months after 
Bob Grant’s pissy effort. 
Meredith’s reply is copied 
on the next page but I can 
say here with confidence 
that Provost Marshal 
Colonel Scott Meredith is 
criminally corrupt or 
possesses the competence 
of a clown. Meredith simply 
repeats Bob Grant’s pissy 
excuses.
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The principle content of Colonel Scott Meredith’s reply is:

“Having reviewed your allegations, I am of the opinion that there is a  
substantial lack of evidence to support any of the concerns you have raised”

To give context to Colonel Meredith’s opinion, here’s the principle evidence I submitted, analysed 
satellite images PROVING that the poppy fields besides Camp Bastion were irrigated with water 
purified inside the NATO main operating base:

These images prove beyond all doubt that the British military were absolutely complicit in opium 
production but not only in 2012 when I saw it, but also in 2014. The professional analysis goes on 
to say that by 2015 - when NATO forces had left Camp Bastion and British forces had stopped 
irrigating the poppy fields - the opium production in that area actually fell.

With such irrefutable evidence from the most reputable of sources submitted to them, how on 
God’s earth did Colonel Scott Meredith come to the conclusion that:

“Having reviewed your allegations, I am of the opinion that there is a  
substantial lack of evidence to support any of the concerns you have raised”

There’s only one answer to that question - it is down to Colonel Scott Meredith’s blatant moral and 
professional corruption.
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I took this photo from a Camp Bastion guard tower overlooking the poppy field and opium 
harvesting and is part of the additional evidence I passed to Major Grant and Colonel Meredith:

This info graphic combines the satellite image and my photograph to show very clearly the 
situation besides Camp Bastion airfield:
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Having had this irrefutable evidence rejected by the criminally corrupt Major Bob ‘Fucerely’ Grant, 
and by Provost Marshal Colonel Scott ‘I don’t give a fuck’ Meredith, I decided to escalated the 
matter further. Writing to the then Secretary of State for Defence Gavin Williamson I presented the 
same evidence and allegations of British military complicity in the production of a Class A drug.
Government minister Gavin William’s office relied, backing Major Grant & Colonel Meredith’s 
assertion that:

 “deemed the evidence you [me] provided to be insufficient 
and will therefore not being investigating your claims.”
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Further frustrated by by the military police and government minister’s refusal to investigate of 
enforce the laws they impose on us to themselves, I reported the matter to British civilian police. 
Three Greater Manchester Police detectives collectively reviewed my evidence and allegations of 
British military complicity in the production of a Class A drug, and then dismissed the charges BY 
MAKING UP THE LAW. Three detectives put their names to an email that claimed any crime 
committed by British forces in Afghanistan would be a matter for the Afghan police to investigate.

But the Armed Forces Act of 2006 clearly states that British military personnel are subject to 
English laws where ever they are serving in the world, a judicial arrangement confirmed in a 
memorandum of understanding between NATO forces and the Afghan government.

Again hugely frustrated by irrefutable evidence (satellite images showing British complicity in 
opium production was so big you could see it from space!) being ignored and figures of authority 
either ignoring the law or actually 
making the law up to suit themselves, I 
again escalated the matter. 

Corresponding with Chief Constable 
Dave Gilbride of Greater Manchester 
Police he told me he didn’t think his 
officers had made up the law. I again 
showed him the evidence - their email 
and the Armed Forces Act of 2006 - and 
Gilbride repeated his assertion saying 
he didn’t think they’d made up the law 
or done anything wrong.
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Justification

Some may ask why I, a former British army reserve mechanic, am so concerned about a poppy 
field in Afghanistan from ten years ago. I’ll admit that I wasn’t bothered by the opium production I 
guarded in Helmand, but I was bothered by the migrant labourers harvesting the opium being so 
close to the critical main operating base’s airfield. In pre-deployment training and literature we 
were told that many of the migrant labourers harvesting opium were in fact Taliban fighters who’d 
continue their insurgency as soon as the opium harvest was over.

I was also bothered that 170-British soldiers were sent to destroy poppy fields in Nadi Ali on 
Operation Shafuq on exactly the same day Guarded opium harvesting besides Camp Bastion. Op 
Shafuq had failed before it’d began (the Afghan army element had deployed twenty-four hours 
early, allowing the Taliban to flee before the operation began) and our officers knew about the 
poppy fields besides Camp Bastion. So what on God’s earth were they sending 170-soldiers to 
walk through IED (Improvised Explosive Device) laced fields for? The answer’s simple - to earn 
themselves medals and promotions. British officers broke the law and risked soldier’s lives for no 
good reason other than to advance their own careers.

But on the 15 September 2012 my being ‘bothered’ by my commander’s criminality escalated to 
my being absolutely livid. The previous night fifteen heavily armed Taliban WALKED on to Camp 
Bastion airfield from the from the same fields that’d been producing opium just a few months 
before. On the 15 September as we walked along the airfield in extended line, checking for and 
clearing battle debris, I knew two US Marines lay in the morgue. They were killed in action by the 
attacking Taliban, Taliban who’d had all summer to reconnoiter our airfield due to the British policy 
of allowing compounds and poppy fields within a hundred metres of our base. 

That lax policy of the British command outside the wire was perfectly complimented by their 
security policy inside the wire. Guards were not punished for falling asleep on guard duty (normally 
a court marshal offence). Some guards were not issued with night vision equipment on a 
moonless night. All guards were told throughout that summer ‘Don’t worry’ and ‘Mohammed Daoud 
controls this valley’ each time they raised security concerns. Mohammed Daoud [Noorzai] was the 
Washir district governor on whose land the poppy fields were.
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British command criminality and gross incompetence effectively left a door wide open for the 
Taliban attackers. Fourteen of the attackers were killed but not before they’d decimated an entire 
squadron of Harrier Jump Jets on the airfield, causing the US it’s greatest combat loss of aircraft 
since the Vietnamese Tet Offensive of 1968.

Despite being killed by enemy action, I hold British commanders accountable for the deaths of 
Lieutenant Colonel Chris Raible and Sergeant Brad Atwell during the Taliban’s airfield raid. It was 
British command criminality and gross incompetence that allowed the attack to be prepared so 
well and to succeed so completely. More details on the Battle of Camp Bastion are linked here.

Conclusion

British military officer’s criminality lost us the mission in Afghanistan, caused the unnecessary 
deaths of our closest allies and risked the lives of all for no good reason whatsoever.

There’s no accountability within the British establishment - the officers involved were promoted, 
given honorific titles and plumb jobs within NATO. 

I will continue to seek accountability and expose the criminality of the British Establishment till my 
dying breath if that’s what it takes to how these clowns to account.
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Summary 

Charge 1:  
That the Commanding Officer 
of Camp Bastion - Group 
Captain Jeff Portlock - was 
concerned in the production 
and trafficking of a class A 
drug: 

Fact 1: In April 2012 British forces under Group Captain Jeff Portlock’s command allowed opium 
harvesting to occur on Afghan government land 200-metres from camp Bastion fence. Evidence: 
my photo & his admission.

Fact 2: During a subsequent US investigation Major 
General Sturdevant of the US Command stated: 

"We literally had poppy growing right up against the 
perimeter fence. That was another thing that Maj. Gen. 
Gurganus tried to take action on, but he wasn't able to 
accomplish that. It was because the Afghans had to do 
it. We weren't allowed to. The biggest external threat to 
the base came from there”
 
Major General Sturdevant was subsequently force to 
retire for his perceived failings (he trusted the British to 
secure a chain link fence) 

Fact 3: British General Capewell was the Chief of 
Joint Operations on 14th September 2012, the night of 
the airfield raid. When giving evidence to the British 
inquiry on 17th December 2013 he stated: 

"I think it was a minor tactical error to allow that poppy 
field to grow" 
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Fact 4: This satellite image of camp bastion airfield shows that opium production besides the 
base continued unhindered into Spring 2014 and on in to 2015. Most significantly the 
accompanying text describes how these poppy fields were irrigated from INSIDE camp Bastion, 
and that once the British left camp Bastion the acreage of poppy fields in the valley reduced very 
significantly. 

(satellite image courtesy of the US Institute for Peace: https://www.usip.org/sites/default/files/PW112-Effective-
Monitoring-and-Evaluation-in-Conflict-Affected-Environments-Afghanistan-Post-2014.pdf) 

FACTS:
Fact 1: In 2012 British forces irrigated poppy fields besides camp Bastion and did not stop the 
opium harvesting, processing or subsequent trafficking

Fact 2: The US commander acknowledged fact 1, saying: "The biggest external threat to the 
base came from there”

Fact 3: The British commander acknowledged fact 1, saying:"I think it was a minor tactical error" 
Fact 4: In spite of the above facts, British forces continued to irrigate poppy fields besides camp 
Bastion fence. By irrigating the poppies British forces were actively concerned in the production of 
a class A drug - an offence under British law carrying a maximum life sentence. 
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